Introduction. Semilattice sums of rings were introduced by Weissglass [11] . Let Ω be a semilattice, a commutative semigroup in which all elements are idempotent. A ring R = Σ αeΩ R a is a supplementary semilattice sum of its subrings R a if (i) R + = 0 a en#« (here ( ) + denotes the additive group) i.e., JR is a supplementary sum in the language of [3] , and (ii) R a R β C R aβ for all a,βEΩ. Examples include direct sums, polynomial rings and semigroup rings over semilattices.
In [11] , Weissglass considered the inheritance of properties by a supplementary semilattice sum R = Σ αeΩ # α from its subrings R a . In [8], Janeski and Weissglass proved that R is regular if and only if each R a is. Their arguments need minimal modification to obtain corresponding results in which regularity is replaced by various other hereditary radical properties, including quasi-regularity, nilness and local nilpotence.
We shall be concerned with a stronger condition on a radical class 91: 2fc(Σ aea R a ) = Σ αEΩ £%(JR α ) (supplementary semilattice sum) for all (finite) supplementary semilattice sums Σ aGςχ R a .
For general information about radical classes the reader is referred to [31. A radical class 9t is strict if every £%-subring S of a ring R is contained in 91{R), or equivalently every subring of an έ%-semi-simple ring is 9i-semi-simple. See [9] for further details. An A-radical class [5] is one which contains with any ring R all ring 5 with 5 + = JR*. We denote the additive group of a ring by ( ) + , the zeroring on an abelian group by ( )°; < signifies an ideal. All rings considered are associative.
The results. THEOREM Proof, (i) We prove this by induction on |Ω|, making use of the construction described in Lemmas 2 and 3 of [8] . Suppose firstly that Ω = {a, β}, aβ = β and thus R β < R. Then Since the sum R a + J? β is supplementary we have isomorphisms
It therefore follows from the exact sequence 
= Σ
and all these sums are supplementary semilattice sums. It follows that and 
of [6]).
We can improve on Proposition 2 for 01 = Jf 8 . Proof. By Proposition 2, I = Σ β € ί i^(JJ β ) is a supplementary semilattice sum and an N g -ideal of R and R/I is isomorphic to a supplementary semilatice sum Σ α € Ω I α of Jf g -semi-simple rings. The Jί g -semi-simple rings are those without nonzero nilpotent elements. Suppose x G Σ αGΩ L is a nonzero nilpotent element. Let Γ be the (finite) subsemilattice of Ω generated by the a appearing in the representation of x. Then x E Σ αeΓ 4, so x E Σ βeΓ Λf g (l«) = Λ^(Σ α € ΞΓ D* contradicting the N g -semi-simplicity of the J α . Hence R/I is ^-semisimple, so I = Jf g (R) . A special case of this corollary is given in [11] . Proposition 3 holds for strict, hereditary radical classes 0t such that the property of 5?-semi-simplicity satisfies condition (F) of [11] .
RADICALS OF SUPPLEMENTARY SEMILATTICE SUMS
Our final result is to some extent a converse to Theorem 1. Both A-radical classes (clearly) and hereditary, strict radical classes [7] satisfy (*), but no example of a strict radical class satisfying (*) which is neither hereditary nor an A-radical class is known to the author.
